DTCCU Walk-In Rules
The following rules are meant to provide guidance when more than once person wants to train in the
building at any one time. We expect all members will use common sense and a sense of decency in the
implementation of these rules. The building is a great resource for our club members and a
potentially great public relations tool. Please provide a hospitable atmosphere to all.
1. People assigned to clean the building for a particular week have priority over the “use” of a
specific area. In other words, if someone is training in a ring, and someone needs to clean that
ring, the person training must use a different ring.
2. Walk in use is available to Members
a. when the building or ring area is not reserved for a club function (classes, meetings,
other) or by a group or individual with a reservation for a specific day and time
b. on a first arrived basis.
3. The building is divided into 3 training rings plus the 2 outside agility rings. An individual is
entitled to train in only 1 ring at a time.
If two individuals are training together, they may choose to remove barriers between two
rings and train in one large ring. A minimum of three individuals training together is needed
to utilize the whole building as one large space.
4. Each person (group) is limited to 30 minutes of training time in any one of the 5 rings.
5. If no one is waiting for the space, an individual may train in more than one ring and for longer
than 30 minutes.
6. Fees to non-members are per visit, not per dog, unless they are training in a class. Then the
fee is per class.
7. Members are responsible for collecting fees from non-members.
8. The building must be returned to a “class-ready” state when an individual is done training.
This means matting or ring barriers which have been moved by dogs or people must be
returned to their original locations and obedience jumps or agility equipment should be put
away.
Walk In Fees
Member
Individuals
Walk-in
Free
Reserved Time Slot
See building rental rates
Drop in Class Training Fee**
$5
Organized Groups***
Mixed Members & non-Members (i.e. flyball team)
Walk-in
Free
Reserved Time Slot
See building rental rates

Non-Member*
$5
See building rental rates
$10

$5
See building rental rates

* Non-members may only use the building when a member is present unless prior arrangements have been
made.
** Maximum of 3 times per any one session. Instructor permission must be obtained.
*** Groups must supply their own equipment. For example flyball teams must supply their own matting,
jumps, and boxes. The decision regarding the use of the building by flyball teams may be revisited.
There is great concern about possible wear and tear of mats.

